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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the old multiplicative theory of modules over orders (invented 
by R. Dedekind for use in algebraic number theory) has been generalized 
in several directions. These generalizations are mainly characterized by 
what classes of rings are regarded as “orders.” Then one usually studies 
finitely generated modules over the orders such that these modules are 
embedded in some sort of common quotient ring of the orders and hence 
can be multiplied like ideals. Frequently more conditions on the orders 
and modules are required. With no pretense for completeness I cite the 
following: (i) The classical theory of “fractional ideals” of finite algebras 
over fields which are nice enough, see Deuring [6]. (ii) H. Zassenhaus 
studies finite algebras over noetherian domains [lo]. (iii) Recently important 
parts of the theory have been carried over to lattices in algebras over Priifer 
domains [7]. (iv) Bourbaki considers any commutative ring within some 
quotient ring. (v) Robson looks at “noncommutative Dedekind rings” 
in their quotient fields [9]. One constructs certain groups or Brandt groupoids 
of invertible modules which generalize appropriately the old ideal groups 
of number theory. 
In this note we study “invertibility” in the full system of all additive 
subgroups of any ring with unit element, without any further restriction. 
Thus we construct a common frame of the theories cited above. Nevertheless 
it turns out that even this general case enjoys many of the more or less 
elementary properties of the more specialized examples. Particularly, we 
can use any subring as an “order,” and the groups and Brandt groupoids 
of invertible modules come forth. (It may be pointed out that the bimodule 
group of a subring is a maximal subgroup of the semigroup of all additive 
subgroups.) These results on the structure of the set of invertible subgroups 
are proved in Section 2 (Theorem 1). 
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In Section 3 it is shown that invertible subgroups, when considered 
as modules over their left or right “order,” enjoy rather restrictive properties 
(Theorem 2). The freedom in taking two rings as left and right order of an 
invertible subgroup is restricted too (Theorem 3). 
In Section 4 we define principal modules as is done in the special case 
of [6]. So we can look at class numbers in our general context. The subgroup 
of principal bimodules of an “order” is not necessarily normal in the bimodule 
group. In order to obtain class groups we go down to a canonical smaller 
subgroup, the loss being described by a group of outer automorphisms 
of the “order” (Theorem 4). (In the commutative Dedekind ring case 
anything reduces to the familiar ideal class group.) 
In Section 5 we observe a satisfactory functorial behavior of our class 
groups and embed them in a group which depends only on the “order.” 
We illustrate our considerations in Section 6 by computing our class 
group in some of the very easiest examples. 6(c) shows that new questions 
arise in rings with many divisors of zero, even if the ring has only finitely 
many elements. Clearly, this section is only a scratch at the rock of possible 
questions. 
Perhaps the intention of this work could be justly described by how to 
bring back a bit flavor of Dedekind number theory to general rings with 
unit. 
2. ON THE SYSTEM OF hWW7TIBLE MODULES 
In this paper R denotes an associative ring with unit element “1.” M(R) 
is the system of all additive subgroups of the additive group of R, any 
A E M(R) is referred to as a module. M(R), ordered by set theoretic inclusion, 
is a lattice ordered reticulated semigroup (see Birkhoff [2] for this notion). 
That is, we have the usual operations in M(R): The product AB is the 
subgroup of the additive group of R generated by all products ab, a c A, 
b E B. We have right and left residuation, defined by 
A/B:={xcR;xBCA), 
B\A:={xER; BxCA). 
E = A/A and F = A\A are subrings of R. (In this paper a subring contains 
the unit element of R by definition.) E is called the left order and F the 
right order of A. A is a unitary left E- and right F-module in the usual sense. 
Any subring is then its own right and left order. Note that we use the word 
“order” in a much less restrictive way than is usually done. We collect 
some elementary well-known facts to be used later. 
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LEMMA 1. Let be X, A, B E M(R). Then 
(i) A(A\B) c B, 
(ii) (A\B)X C A\(BX), 
(iii) the three statements X C A/B, XB C A, and B _C X\A are equivalent, 
(iv) if A C B then AX _C BX, and A\X 1 B\X. 
(Anything except possibly (ii) is an immediate consequence of definitions. 
From (i) and (iv) we obtain A(A\B)X C BX, and (iii) yields now (ii).) 
Note that we have analogous propositions interchanging left and right 
multiplication, for example X(B/A) _C (XB)/A. 
Because of (A\B)/C = A\(B/C) we can drop the brackets. A-l is defined 
by A\A/A. Now we call A invertible i f f  Aiz-l = A/A and A-IA = A\A. 
We are interested in the structure of M(R)X : = {A E M(R); A invertible}. 
First we derive a useful criterion. 
PROPOSITION 1. A module A E M(R) is invertible z$ 1 E AA-l n A-lA 
Proof. Let be 1 E AA-l n A-lA. We proceed in three steps. 
First step. We contend that AA-l = A-l\A-l. By Lemma l(i), it is 
clear that for any A E M(R) we have AA-l C A/A and A-lA C A\A. Using 
this and Lemma 1 again we compute A-l C A-l(AA-l) C A-l(A/A) = 
(A\A/A)(A/A) C A\((A/A)(A/A)) = A\(A/A) = 4-l. This shows A-l = 
A-lAA-l, a fortiori AA-l _C A-l\A-I. From A-l(A-l\A-1) CA-1 we get 
,4A-l(A-‘\A-l) _C AA-l, equivalently A-l\A-l _C AA-l. We have thus 
AA-l = A-l\A-l and note for later use A-lAA-l = A-l, A C (A-l)-l. 
From now on we use Lemma 1 without reference. 
Second step. We claim A = (A-1)-l and need only show A 2 (A-1)-1. 
By definition, A-l(A-l)-lA-l _C A-l, and, because of 1 E A-l n A-lA, 
we obtain (A-l)-l C AA-‘(A-l)-lA-lA C AA-IA C A. 
Third step. Now we see that 1 E (A-l)-lA-’ n A-l(A-l)-l and the first 
two steps can be done for A-l instead of A. Hence A-lA = (A-l)(A-1)-l = 
(A-l))l\(A-l)-l = A\A. Similarly AA-l = A/A is proved. From this 
proof we extract the following: 
COROLLARY. I f  A E M(R)X, then (A-l)-l = A, AA-lA = A, and 
A-l&-’ z A-1. 
Next we ask for conditions on invertibility of products, 
PROPOSITION 2. If A, B E M(R)x and the right order of A commutes with 
the left order of B, then AB E M(R)x and (AB)-1 = B-IA-l. 
481/35/I-3-10 
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Proof. The assumption is (A-‘A)(BB-I) = (RB-l)(A~-lil). Then, using 
the corollary of Proposition 1, we get =3B(Bm-lk1)4B == AA-‘ABBmlB == 
AR, that is, B-‘/ml C (,4B)p1. On th e other hand we find that (AH)-1 C 
B~1(9~1~4) B(AB)pl LIBB-~~Z-~ C B m’iz -1z4BBp14-1 == B~lBB--lA-lil,-I~-l, 
done. 
Now the reader should recall the notion of a Bvandt groupoid. (See Clifford, 
Preston [5, Chap. 3, p. 991.) This is roughly speaking a “group, where 
multiplication is not everywhere defined.” The main result of this section 
is the fact that the Brandt groupoids known from number theory of algebras 
emerge likewise in the case of invertible modules of general rings. Remember 
that for any idcmpotent L? of a Brandt groupoid there is a group G(E) = 
{,4; EL4 = A = AE). 
Returning to M(R) we define firstly: Two subrings E, F of R belong 
to the same cZun if f  there is an A E M(R)X with E = 4/il and F =m- A\,A. 
Because of E = E/E : E\E belonging to the same clan is a reflexive relation. 
(a-i))l = 4 for invertible A shows the symmetry of this relation. If  
A, B E M(R)7 and E = AA-l, F ~: A-‘,4 = BB-I, G = B-lB, then by 
Proposition 2, E = ,4k1Ak1 = AFA m1 :-= dBBmmlA-ml 7: (AB)(AB)mm’, 
and (/JR)-‘AB =_ &‘/-‘AB r: B -‘FB z:- B ‘BB--‘B :.-: B-‘B =- G, showing 
transitivity. We have proved that belonging to the same clan is an equivalence 
relation. 
Secondly we call a product AB proper, and write then AB = A 0 B, i f f  
,4\,,4 = B/B. 
THEOREM 1. If we d&e, for any clan 01 of subrings of R, B(a) : -: 
(A E M(R)X; z4A-1 E N), then B(a), under proper multiplication, is a Brandt 
groupoid. There is no proper multiplication between elements of difJerent B(cx)‘s. 
M(R)X is the disjoint union of all B(cx)‘s. 
We note that, for any subring E, we have the group G,(E) L- 
{-il E M(R)X; AIL4 :: E = A\A}, and if E and F belong to the same clan, 
their groups are isomorphic. G,(E) will be called the bimodule group of E 
in R. We drop the index if R is fixed once for all. 
Proof of the theorem. First we observe that B(a) is closed under proper 
multiplication. For, if A, B E B(a), such that AB = A 0 B, then 
and similarly (AB)-l(AB) L--Z B-lB, hence AB E B(a). Jf7e note too, that, 
if iy is the clan of /-l/l and AB _ : A 0 B, then, by the computation above, 
B-IB E 01, so that BE B(a), proving the final statements of the theorem. 
Verification of the axioms defining a Brandt groupoid is, on the basis of 
Propositions 1 and 2 an easy task. 
iVote that in the classical cases cited in the Introduction, for special rings 
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R special subsets of M(R) are considered which are closed under multiplica- 
tion and residuation, and Theorem 1, conveniently restricted to those 
subsystems, applies. 
The task of providing insight in the structure of M(R)x boils down by 
the theorem to the following questions: 
(i) Find the clans LY. 
(ii) For fixed E in each 01, determine the structure of G(E). 
(iii) For E, F E 01, find C such that CC-l =: E and C-Y? = F. 
Of course, precise answers will depend heavily on R. But some technics 
are common to all possible rings. As to (i), we can ask what rings can never 
be in the same clan. As to (i) and (ii), part of the structure can be derived 
directly from the structure of the unit group of R via principal modules. 
In the rest of this paper we concentrate on those general technics. 
3. SOME GENERAL PROPERTIES OF INVERTIBLE MODULES AND CLANS 
With respect to their orders, invertible modules are of a very restricted type. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A be an invertible module, E = AA-l the left order 
of A. Then A is a faithful, jkitely presented progenerator left E-module. 
(AA-l, A, A-l, A-IA) is a IUorita context in the sense of Amitsur [I]. 
The proof can be adapted from classical cases (see Bourbaki [4]). 
This suggests to investigate the situation further by Morita duality. 
Let us look at the various natural morphisms. We use throughout the 
following notations: E = AA-l, F = A-IA, A* = Hom,(A, E), 52 = 
Hom,(A, A). As A, supposed invertible, is a progenerator, we have the 
natural Q-bimodule isomorphism p: A* @s A - Q, given in self-explaining 
notation by f @ a ++ (X tt (af)x). Next there is the monomorphism 4: 
A-l ++ A*, b ++ (a ++ ba). As A is projective, a fortiori flat, $ @ 1: 
A-l @s A ++ A* 8s A is mono too. Last we define y: A-l BE A --t F, 
b @ a tt ba and 6: F + Q, f  +-+ (a t+ af). 6 is mono and y  epi. 
THEOREM 2. If  A is an invertible module, then we have, with the modules 
and morphisms just defined, the following commutative diagram of additive 
groups. 
A* &A ----+Q 
t t 
A-~@J~A----+F. 
All arrows are isomorphisms. 
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Proof. The commutativity follows by simple computation. y  is mono 
since 4 @ 1, p, and 6 are so. Theorem 2 will now be a consequence of the 
surjectivity of 8 which is a special case of the following: 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A be an invertible module, E =-= AA-I, and S a 
left E-module (that is, X E M(R) and EX C X). Any 9) E Hom,(A, X) can 
be uniquely written in the form v  = (a + ay,) with yO E klS. q~ H ym is a 
natural isomorphism Hom,(A, xi) --, -A-lx. 
Proof. I f  1 = x biai with bi E A-’ and ai E A, then the action of q~ 
is represented by multiplication with yW :: C b,(a,p), and y  H yV is the 
desired isomorphism. Next we write down some corollaries to Proposition 4 
or Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A, E and X be as in Proposition 4. Then, XV is isomorphic 
to A as a left E-module afjf there is an y  E RX (unit group of R) with A = Xy. 
COROLLARY 2. If A E M(R)X and E = AA-l, then A* := Hom,(A, E) z 
A-l. 
COROLLARY 3. Let be A E M(R)X, B E M(R), and F = A-IA _C B/B. 
Then we have a natural isomorphism A @r B - AB, a @ b + ab. 
Proof. Let us look at the sequence of natural morphisms B -F OF B ---) 
Hom,(A, A) @jr B ---f Hom,(A, A OF B) -F Hom,(A, AB) + B the com- 
posite of which is easily verified to be the identity map on B. In order to 
show that A @ B 4 AB is an isomorphism, it is sufficient to show that 
Hom,(A, A @B) ---f Hom,(A, AB) is an isomorphism. But the other 
morphisms of the sequence are isomorphisms: Hom,(A, A) @B to 
Hom,(A, A @ B) because A is projective (Proposition 3), F + Hom,(A, A) 
by Theorem 2, and Hom,(A, AB) --f Ap’AB = B by Proposition 4. 
COROLLARY 4. If  A E M(R)x and one of the modules A, A-l, E == AA-l, 
F = AplA has only finitely many elements, so have the other ones. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A, E, and F be as in Theorem 2. Then the lattice of 
left ideals of F is isomorphic to the lattice of E-submodules of A (in addition, 
a subring of F can operate from the right). 
(We can even say that the lattice of left E-modules contained in M(R) 
is isomorphic to the analogous lattice of left F-modules by X ti A ‘X.) 
We finish this section by properties common to orders belonging to the 
same clan. These facilitate the task of “finding all clans.” 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let be A E M(R)x, E = AA-I, F = A-IA. For X E M(R), 
we de&e h(X) : = A-lXA. Then h restricts to an isomorphism of the semigroup 
of E-bimodules contained in R onto the semigroup of F-bimodules contained 
in R. X preserves inclusion and X(E) = F. 
COROLLARY. If E, F are subrings of R, belonging to the same clan, then 
their lattice ordered semigroups of twosided ideals are isomorphic. 
Naturally, anything what can be defined invariantly by the structure 
of this lattice is the same for E and F, for example simplicity. 
The paper of Amitsur [l] on Morita contexts yields immediate corollaries 
in our situation. I cite only some on radicals. 
THEOREM 3. Let E, F be subrings of R in the same clan (that is, there is 
an A E M(R)X with E = AA-l and F = A-IA) and A denote the operation 
of forming one of the following radicals: (i) J ace b son’s radical, (ii) prime radical, 
(iii) nilradical (if the nilradical of E contains each left nilideal of E), (iv) locally 
nilpotent radical. Then A(F) = A-‘A(E that is, the h from Proposition 5 
commutes with A. 
The proof is Proposition 3 and Amitsur’s theorem 20 [l, p. 2931. Amitsur’s 
inclusion can here be sharpened to equality because X is bijective and the 
radicals are twosided ideals. 
COROLLARY. Let E and F belong to the same clan. If  E is (i) semisimple 
(ii) semiprime (iii) without nonzero left nilideals (iv) without nonzero locally 
nilpotent ideals (v) prime (vi) left primitive, then so is F. 
(v) and (vi) are not corollaries to Theorem 3 but to Amitsur’s theorem 27 
[I, p. 2961. 
After all one wonders how much rings in the same clan can differ. At 
the moment I have only one example of nonisomorphic, but antiisomorphic 
rings (see Section 6). 
4. PRINCIPAL MODULES, CLASS NUMBERS, AND THE CLASS GROUP 
It is possible to extend these number theoretic notions to our general 
systems of invertible modules. 
A module A is called principal i f f  there is a subring E and an a E RX such 
that A = Ea. We have then E = A/A, A-l = a-l,?, and A\A = a-lEa, 
that is, conjugated subrings belong to the same clan. The cardinality of 
the set of such conjugation classes, if E is in the clan LX, will be called clan 
class number of E and denoted by h,(E). It depends only on 01. 
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Let us pause for a moment and look at a .$ RX. The question is whether 
A = Sa can be invertible for a subring S. If  E = A/A, then A = Ea 
and E >_ S. The best I can do is the following: 
PROPOSITION 6. If  a E R, A = Ea, E = A/A, then A E M(R)X z$ there 
exists b E R with ba = 1, EabE = E. In this case, A-l = bE, and A\,A = bEa. 
(This is a consequence of Proposition 1.) 
Returning to principal modules we define the group of principal E- 
bimodules by H(E) = (A E G(E), A principal}. I f  N(E) = {x E RX, xE = Ex] 
is the normalizer of E in RX then H(E) = {xE, x E N(E)}. H(E) is a subgroup 
of G(E), and h(E) = G(E): H(E) is called bimodule class number of E (in R). 
For class numbers, there holds: 
(i) h(E) = 1, ifl’ any invertible module in R with left and right 
order E is principal. 
(ii) h,(E) = 1 i f f  all subrings belonging to the clan of E are conjugated. 
(iii) h(E) = 1 = h,(E) i f f  any invertible module in R having E as 
one of its orders is principal. 
PROPOSITION 7. If  R is a ring, E a subring which is a s$eld, then h(E) = 1. 
Proof. By Corollary 5 to Theorem 2, we get, if A E M(R)X, AA-l == E, 
and A-lA = F, that A = al;, A-l == Fb for any nonzero a E A, b E Am’. 
If  E = F we may assume 1 = ba, hence (ab)(ab) = ab E E, that is, 
ab = 1, E being a sfield. 
IJnfortunately, in general H(E) is not normal in G(E). (For an example 
see Section 6.) In order to get class groups, we use a subgroup of H(E). 
For subrings E, F of R we denote by EF the centralizer of F in E. 
THEOREM 4. Let E be a subring of R, and S(E) := {Ex, x E RE n RX}. 
Then, 
(i) S(E) is a norma subgroup of G(E). 
(ii) The following diagram of groups is commutative and has exact lines 
and columns. 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
0 - (EE)” - ( RE)X - S(E) - 0 
1 1 1 
0~EX - X(E) - H(E) F 0. 
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Note. The morphisms are the obvious ones. For example N(E) ---f H(E) 
is given by x ++ Ex. Ex/(EE)x (th’ 1s means of course factor group and not 
residuation) can be identified with the group of inner automorphisms of E, 
N(E)/(RE)X with the group of automorphisms of E which are induced by 
inner automorphisms of R. Thus H(E)/S(E) “is” a subgroup of the group 
of outer automorphisms of E. Theorem 4 states therefore that the loss by 
going down from H to S is “controlled” by those outer automorphisms 
of E which fix the elements of ER. 
C(E) : = G(E)/S(E) is called (&module) class group of E (with respect to R). 
The cardinality h,(E) is called the large (bimodule) class number of E. (In a 
Dedekind ring with respect to its quotient field these notions coincide with 
the usual ones.) 
As to the proof of Theorem 4, (ii) is verified. As to (i) we say a bit more. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let be A E M(R)X, E = AA-l, F = A-lA, x E R, and 
AxF C Ax. Then (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent statements: 
(i) a H ax is a morphism A --z Ax of right F-modules. 
(ii) x E RF. 
(iii) There is y  E RE such that ax = ya for any a E A. 
(Now, if E = F, then A(Ex) = Ax = yA = (Ey)A proving (i) of Theo- 
rem 4.) 
Proof of Proposition 8. (ii) follows from (i) by inspection, (i) from (iii) 
by Proposition 4. Supposing x E RF, we write 1 = C a,b, with ai E A, 
bi E A-’ finding ax = (C a,b,) ax = C a,(b,a)x = C aixbia. It remains to 
establish the fact y  = C aixbi E R E. Now, any e E E can be written as 
e = C cjdj with cj E A, dj E A-l, and we compute 
ey = 1 cj(dja,) xbi = c cjx(djai) bi = 1 cjxd? 
== 1 aibicjxdj = 1 atizbicjdj = ye. 
Perhaps the formula ARF = REA is worth noting. From Theorem 4, we 
obtain some corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. H(E)/S(E) s N(E)/EX(RE)X. 
COROLLARY 2. If E is contained in the center of R, then H(E) = S(E), 
thus, in this case, H(E) is normal in G(E). 
The other extreme is given by the following: 
COROLLARY 3. If E is a maximal commutative subring of R then S(E) = 0. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let be Z = RR, R = ZE, and denote by lower indices 
the ring with respect to which the module groups are formed. Then S,(E) z 
HZ(Z n E). 
(This is useful if E is a classical order inside an algebra R.) 
Proof. R = ZE implies R E = Z, EE = Z n E. Hence, by Theorem 4, 
(ii), S,(E) 7z ZX/(Z n E)X and H,(Z n E) E ZX/(Z n E)X. 
5. FUNCTORIALITYOFCLASSGROUPSANDEMBEDDINGINAGROUPDEPENDING 
ONLY ON E 
PROPOSITION 9. Let f be a ring homomorphism R + S (this is to include 
f (1) = 1 by definition). Then, the map f: M(R) - M(S), A i--t f (A) has the 
following properties: 
(i) If A E M(R)X, then f (A-‘) = (f(A))-l, thus J(M(R)X) C M(S)X. 
(Note that for noninvertible A we have only f (A-l) C (f (A))-l.) 
(ii) finduces naturalgroup homomorphisms G,(E) + G,( f (E)), H,(E) ---f 
HA f (E)), SdE) + 54 f(E)), and CR(E) + Cd f(E)). 
Proof. Clearly, we have, for any A, B E M(R), the formulas f (AB) = 
f(4f P) and f(AP) CfW/f (B), hence 
f(W = f (4W) Cf (4f (4W) = f (WY 
and, by Proposition 1, f (iz) E M(S)X, if A E M(R)X. Now, 
f(4f(Wf(AW =fWf(A)Yf(4f(W =f(A)f(W 
shows thatf (A) f (A)-1 i: f (AA-‘), finally f (A) f (A))’ = f (AA-l). (i) is then 
proved byf (A-l) = f (A-lAA-l) =-:: f (A-l) f (AA-l) = f(Apl) f (A) f (A)-l = 
f(A-IA) f(A)-‘, yielding f(A)-l Cf(A-l). (ii) is now a matter of simple 
verification. 
COROLLARY. If R is a subring of the ring S and A E M(R)X, then A/A 
and A-‘, when computed in R, are the same as they are, when computed in S. 
If  E is a subving of R then G,(E) is a subgroup of G,(E). 
Proposition 9 can be formulated more ambitiously as follows: If  we look 
at the category of ring pairs (E, R), E a subring of R, with ring homo- 
morphisms mapping the subrings epimorphically, then (E, R) H G,(E) 
and (E, R) w C,(E) are group valued functors. 
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Last, we embed C,(E) in a group X(E) which is defined as follows: If  
A, B are E-bimodules, then so is A gE B (by s(a @ b)t = sa @ bt). This 
induces a semigroup structure on the class of classes of bimodule isomorphic 
E-bimodules. We denote by cl A the isomorphism class of A. cl E (E with 
natural bimodule structure) is the identity element of this semigroup. 
X(E) is defined to be the maximal subgroup containing cl E of the semigroup 
in question. It can be established, by similar methods as for invertible 
modules, that, if cl A E X(E), then A is a finitely generated faithful, pro- 
generator left (and equally right) E-module, thus X(E) is a set. I f  E is 
commutative, the projective class group of E can be naturally embedded 
in X(E). The relevant fact, for our invertible modules, is given by the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 10. Let R be a ring, E a subring. Then, A H cl A defines 
a homomorphism G,(E) ---f X(E) with kernel S,(E). Thus, C,(E) can be 
identi$ed with a subgroup of X(E). 
Proof. The map is a homomorphism by Corollary 3 to Theorem 2, 
its kernel is S,(E) by Corollary 1 to Proposition 4, and Proposition 8. 
There is a “trivial” part of X(E) coming from Aut(E), the group of ring 
automorphisms of E: If  0,~ E Aut(E) we denote by E,,, the E-bimodule 
which is E as additive group with left and right operation defined by a.e.b = 
u(a) eT(b) for all e E E,,, , a, b E E (multiplication in the ring E is written 
without dot). I f  X, p are further automorphisms, e @ 1 + e is a bimodule 
isomorphism E,,, @ E,,, + EO,$ , 4 = ~X-lp, and e F+ h(e) is an isomorphism 
Em - Em, . Thus, Em,, @ E,,,r E,,,g E, cl E,,, E X(E), and if L is 
the identity automorphism, 0 H cl E,,, is a group homomorphism with 
kernel Inn(E), the group of inner automorphisms of E. If  we denote the 
group of outer automorphisms of E by Out(E) = Aut(E)/Inn(E), our 
result is the following: 
PROPOSITION 11. Out(E) is naturally embedded in X(E). 
It is clear by Proposition 4, Corollary 1, that, if we identify Out(E) and 
C,(E) with subgroups of X(E) in the way of Propositions 10 and 11, we have 
H,(E)/S,(E) = C,(E) n Out(E). 
COROLLARY. If E is a simple, central separable jinite dimensional algebra 
over a field k which is contained in the center of R, then H,(E) = S,(E); 
hence H,(E) a G,(E) in this case. 
Proof. It is well known that all automorphisms of E over k are inner. 
(The reader may write down a similar corollary on Azumaya algebras over 
a ring with torsion free projective class group.) 
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As an example, we may compute X(E) for a sfield. I f  cl A E X(E), it 
follows from A @ B g E and B @ A z E that A is isomorphic to E as 
a left and right E-module, and we see easily that ,4 must be isomorphic 
to one of the EO%, above. (More precisely: I f  -4 = E .27, s E A, f(e . zc) =-: e 
defines an isomorphism .-2 + E,,, , where 0 is given by f(x . e) --: u(e).) 
Thus, in the case of a sfield E, X(E) is isomorphic to the group of outer 
automorphisms of E. 
6. SOME EXAMPLES 
The explicit computation of class groups is usually rather difficult as 
is known by algebraic number theorists. But in many special cases of our 
theory, much interesting information has been obtained (for example the 
commutativity of G(E), E being a classical maximal order, see [6]). SVe 
take here a glimpse at problems not apparent in the classical cases. 
(a) The class group of the minimal subring. Let P be the minimal 
subring of R (it is generated by 1). I f  P = AA-l = A-lA is finite, then 
A, iz-l are finite abelian groups (Corollary 4 to Theorem 2). Cracking 
down the isomorphism P x A-l BP /I = A-l az A (the ring of rational 
integers is denoted by 2) to its primary parts we see that the Sylow subgroups 
of A are isomorphic to those of P and obtain an isomorphism A s- P. By 
Corollary 1 to Proposition 4, A E H(P). I f  P z 2, by Proposition 3 and the 
well-known structure of Z-progenerators, we see that A E G(P) is isomorphic 
to a direct sum of say Y copies of Z. By Corollary 5 to Theorem 2, Y must 
be 1, and, again, A E H(P). The result is the following. 
PROPOSITION 12. The bimodule class group of the minimal subring P of a 
ring R is trizjial. 
H(P) = G(P) g RX/PX. 
(b) The bimodule class group of a subfield. I f  E is a subfield of the 
ring R we have by proposition 7: C(E) :z H(E)/S(E). C(E) “is” a subgroup 
of Aut(E). Both extremes C(E) = 0 and C(E) E Aut(E) are possible, the 
first, if E is in the center of R, the second, if R is a crossed product of E 
with Aut(E), see [6]. 
(c) H(E) is not always normal in G(E). To construct an example 
we look at the ring of 4 x 4-matrices over a field k. Let eij (i,j -: I,..., 4) 
be a set of matrix units. Further let E = ke,, + ke,, + S, where S == 
ke,, + kk + kg,, + ke,, . Set CT = Ke,, + ke,, + ke,, -1 Ke,, + Ke,, and 
I’ .: Ke,, + ke,, + ke,, $ ke,, + ke,, . We find, by computation, that 
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U, V E G(E), U2 = I’” = E, hence U-i = U, v--i = V, and that UViT1 = 
E(e,, + e2r + eaa + e,), showing that UVU-l E H(E). But li $ H(E), 
because a principal E-module must have the same k-dimension as E. 
(d) On class numbers of subalgebras over fields. 
We denote by R, the set of elements of R which have only 0 as a left 
and right annihilator. 
LEMMAS. LetAEM(R),E=A/A,andAnR,# @,A-lnR,f 8. 
I f  E is Jinite or contains a s$eld D as a subring and is of jinite dimension as 
a left D-module, then A is principal. 
Proof. I f  aEAnR,, bEA-lnR,, we have AbCAA-ICE and 
Ea C A, hence dim A < dim E = dim Ea < dim A. If  E is finite we use 
cardinality instead of dimension. We obtain E = Ab and b E RX because 
of bER,,. 
We call a ring R fat over a subring E iff, for any A in the Brandt groupoid 
to which E belongs, we have A n R, # 0 and A-1 n R, # @. R is called 
fat if it is fat over any subring. From Lemma 1 we get the following: 
LEMMA 3. If  R is fat over E, and E is jinite or of jinite dimension over 
a subs$eld, then h(E) = 1 = h,(E). 
There are even simple finite nonfat rings as shows (c) of this section. 
(U n R, = m = U-l n R,). Likewise, we can have B E M(R)X, B n R, = M , 
B-l n R, # a, as is shown in the ring of 3 x 3-matrices over a field k 
by B = 4, + 4, + ke,, + ke,, + ke,, . The reader may convince himself 
that the orders B/B and B j B are not isomorphic but antiisomorphic, hence 
h,(B/B) > 1. 
We turn to finding fat rings. It is not difficult to prove the following: 
LEMMA 4. If  D is a s$eld then D and the ring of 2 x 2-matrices over D 
is fat. 
By the Corollary to Proposition 9, we see the following: 
LEMMA 5. Any subring of a fat ring is fat. 
Inspite the abundance of divisors of zero we can finally state the following: 
PROPOSITION 13. If  R, (1 = l,..., n) are rings without nonzero divisors of 
zero, then R = n R, is fat. 
As the proof is by a rather tedious double induction we do not give it 
here. The trouble is that in a direct product of two rings there may be a 
module which is not invertible, but both projections are (in the components). 
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By the structure theorem of Artin-Wedderburn, Proposition 13, and 
Lemma 2 we get the following: 
COROLLARY I . I f  R is a jinite commutative semisimple ring and E a subring, 
then h(E) = I = h,(E). 
~OROLL.4RY 2. If k is a Galois field (that is a field containing only jiniteZy 
many elements) R the ring of 2 x 2-matrices oaer k, and E a subring of R, 
tlren h(E) = 1 = h,(E). 
Corollary 2 is sharp in the sense that even in the ring of 3 x 3-matrices 
over k there is a subring E with h,(E) > 1. 
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